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H the fundamental distinction between labor movements designed to

H t

work within the limits of law and order and those movements which

H are calculated to destroy all government. The distinction can be

H grasped instantly if they but contrast the methods of the A. F. of L.

H with the methods of the Bolsheviki. On the one hand we have at
H least a patriotic policy looking to the attainment of ends within the

H restraints of law and order. On the other we have revolution red,
m destructive revolution which produces poverty, disease and such
m chaos as cannot be righted within many years.
m Only after ages of struggle was the American constitution pro- -
M duced. We can see its inception in the conflicts of the middle ages
M while the European peoples were still in the grip of feudalism. When
M the barons of England, at Runnymede, compelled King John to grant
m them certain liberties and privileges they were obtaining far more for
M themselves than for the peasant, artisan or laborer. But it was a

HI beginning, and slowly, with few retrogressions, liberty worked its
Hj way toward republican institutions. When our industrial age began

H these institutions were found suited to the new conditions and today
M industry and democracy are making progress hand in hand in the
M United States and in western Europe.
m In Russia the ideal is a state in which labor will dominate after
m it has eliminated capital. In action this idea has produced only disas- -

WM ter. Capital and highly-pai- d management were discarded. The re- -
H suit was such a hopeless anarchy that Lenine, the dictator, began to
M restore the managers in the factories and to impose upon the work-- H

. ers a hard discipline which was as irksome as it was unexpected.
Wm It is an old ideal. It had been tried in a small way many times
WM before. It was tried in the ancient Greek times and did not prove a

H success.
H But whether it has in it the germs of ultimate success or not its
H advocates, among them Lenine, admit that the world may go on for
H fifty years in a state of chaos and misery before the perfect state is
H' operating satisfactorily. This may appeal to long-haire- d idlers who
H have nothing to lose, but it has no charms for labor in a country such as
H ours, where, despite admitted evils, a Republican form of government
H has produced the richest of lands and the most contented of peoples.

A The very magnitude and wonderful order of our system make it pos- -

m sible for us to imagine the horror which would follow its destruc- -

v That is the reason the members of the A. F. of L., even those
H inclined to be hair-brain- ed and radical, are wearing badges proclolm- -

L ing loyalty to our constitution.
M

m ROYALTY WILL NOT LEARN.
B,

ROYALTY in Europe is shooting itself out of existence. We are
to the fact that Crown Prince Charles of Rumania

B shot himself in the leg instead of in the receptacle where his brains
' ought to be, but rather to the circumstances surrounding his childish

B Some months ago his royal parents, who had seen the world's
m greatest drama unrolled before them and had learned nothing, forced
M the crown prince to divorce Cecelie Lambrino because she had no title
m and brought him no money. Had she been an American girl with
B millions the royal pair would gladly have annexed her purse to the
B family revenues and, no doubt, would have sneered at her afterwards
m and made her life as unhappy as the lives of many of those American
B girls who have wed foreign titles in the last twenty-fiv- e years and

Wm have lived to welter in disgrace, scandal and, sometimes, in divorce
HB proceedings.

0 v The balance of trade in these international marriages was always
HT against the Americans, although, blinded by sycophancy, they were,
B for years, unable to see it. American dollars were good ; foreign titles
H and characters were, at best, counterfeit. Of late international marc
B riages have fallen into disrepute because American dollars are still
H good whereas the wearers of titles are not only lgfrngTiheir thrones
H and titles but often their heads. American millionaires facl the title

Hl market shot to pieces, so to speak. i'
Bk. The act of the crown prince of Ruman unmasks the incurable

H stupidity of monarchs, especially suchwjfMLchs as still retain their

thrones in eastern Europe. Surrounded by Bolshevism and anarchy,
threatened by hordes thirsting for their blood, they should now, of all

times, be as good as they can be. If they had an atom of common
sense they would hide their scandals from the world instead of bruit-

ing them abroad with court proceedings and shootings. But in their
caves o fcustom these mental troglodytes go on in the old way, cotyh
mitting the follies that have brought upon their royal cousins p

Central Europe disaster and death. The kings die, but they never
learn.

The monarchs of Great Britain, Spain, Italy and the Scandanavian '

countries are about as safe on their thrones as if they were looping
the loop in the empyrean. Fortunately they have several factors in
their favor. Their countries have constitutional governments and
customs and the kings, despite themselves, must comply with na-

tional usages. This gives them the appearance of having acquired at
least the rudiments of common sense. No doubt it is a mere illusion,
but for the time being it affords them a little security. f
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